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Free Essays from Bartleby | caring instinct. All single parents have the same job which is to raise a child. The
responsibilities are the same but the.

In order to solve this inevitable situation, some couples and a single man or woman who have the ability to
raise the kids will apply for the qualifications to adopt them. The main problem with single parenting happens
to be time management. S, Single parenting has many disadvantages. There is no doubt that both children and
parents from single-parent families would more or less with some emotional, personality and interpersonal
problems. With one parent, the challenges are multiplied. Single parent homes not only reflect or cause stress
upon children, but also upon the parent. This is in opposition to a family with two parents living in the home.
However, my aunt was a single-parent as well, and she already had two children of her own. It can be a
struggle for parents to adequately support children - especially if there is only one parent. Single parent
families have a detrimental effect on the psychological development of children because single parent families
lack financial stability and quality parenting, in addition to lacking a stress free environment. Research shows
that there are six general effects bestowed upon children who live in single parent homes; regardless of the
reason for the single parent status. No matter the causes of single parenthoodâ€”whether it be from a parent
passing away, divorce, or someone simply choosing to have a child without being marriedâ€”the conflicts
plaguing these families are very similar. According to Organization for Economic Cooperation and
Development about  It was also found that more influence came from the south, with the rates there being
about  My mother holding her X-Ray report, she struggled throughout her life for raising me and my brother,
now growing older and older by her struggle and pain of her life. The disruption of families has a harmful
effect on the children. Nonetheless this age group adapts best to their situations, as they are often too young to
remember their non-custodial parent vividly. Children of single parent homes also face stress by always
worrying about everything that is going on in their lives. DeMaris and Grief explain the fact that single fathers
experience the same worries and overwhelming responsibilities that single mothers do. I commend all parents
who juggle and multi-task their lives to provide a balance and nurturing life for their children, but I must still
remain objective. Unmarried mothers are thus more likely to cohabit with another adult. Typically referred to
in the West as "Single Mothers by Choice" or "Choice Moms" though, fathers also less commonly may choose
to become single parents through adoption or surrogacy. However, regardless of the different consequences,
these households continue to grow in the coming years. Nonetheless, as adults children of divorcees cope
better with change. Another problem is how a child can build a strong relationship with a parent they do not
live with and often do not see on a regular basis. This tends to put a strain on not only the parent but also the
relationship between the parent and their child. As single parents, it is important that they set rules and
boundaries. After three months the researchers used an ethnographic interview to address whether or not the
participants used mental health services that were referred to them. This would include the changing face of
the American family. Among those living primarily with one single parent, most live with their mother. They
are, however, still preferred over divorcees, as divorced parents are considered an unnecessary stress on the
child. Sunrise: A Song of Two Humans Essay When both parents are not in the household children after
experience a great deal of stress from different aspects of their lives. Whether it is disciplinary strategies,
warmth and nurturance, certain communication,or even expectations of a child's maturity and control Myth -
Single Parent words - 3 pages hardship than the lack of one parent. Single parent are not ready to demonstrate
an indistinguishable feelings from wedded couples can, because the affection between a mother and a father
has an imperative impact in a family.


